Abstract: This paper describes a self-timed static RAM. A single bit RAM is described in the design language SYNCHRONIZED TRANSITIONS and using the verification tools supporting this language, it is shown that the design is speed-independent. Furthermore, a transistor level implementation of the design is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the design and formal verification of a self-timed static RAM. The RAM is designed for robust operation at a wide range of supply voltages and is intended for low-power applications. The paper summarizes the design, but the main emphasis is on the formal verification of speed-independence. The design is intended for relatively small specialized RAM. A different approach is needed for large general purpose RAM designs.
The characteristic property of a speed-independent circuit is that its behavior does not rely on the delays of its components (gates). Such circuits are robust to data and parameter variations. The speed-independence may have significant practical advantages [5, 71, for example, a potential reduction of power dissipation [12] . However, to realize a design by a speed-independent circuit, the design must meet some constraints excluding behavior that depends on delays of its components.
Although the speed-independence is a low-level circuit property depending on physical attributes such as wire lengths and transistor thresholds, it is possible to formulate sufficient constraints on high-level models. By meeting these constraints the designer can be sure that the behavior of a design allows for a speed-independent realization. This paper uses the constraints presented in [lo] , these can be mechanically checked at a very early stage of the design process.
Often significant efficiency improvements can be achieved by compromising a strict design style in a few well-defined parts. This is certainly the case for a design like a RAM that can be expected to appear repeatedly in a regular structure. enables us to suspend the formal checking of certain parts identified by the designer who is then responsible for ensuring the correct operation of these key parts. This possibility still allows for a formal checking of the remaining parts of the design.
The RAM described in this paper is designed for lowpower systems using adaptive scaling of the supply voltage [9] . This is a technique that requires robust circuitry that can operate correctly at varying supply voltages. To obtain this robustness the memory cell presented does not use pass transistors. These can degrade logic levels and cause malfunction at low supply voltages. Furthermore, the design checks that data is actually stored into the memory before the next operation is allowed. In other designs, for example [2] , such a check is not included.
The circuit models presented in this paper are behavioral descriptions, not restricting the layout to a specific implementation, however, the model is closely related to the actual implementation. For instance, the behavior of a C-element is described without determining how the storage of the last output value is implemented. The paper is organized as follows. Section I1 describes the design of the RAM and the formal model used to verify it. The verification technique is presented in section 111. The verification of two parts of the design is discussed in some detail, first, a part of the control logic that is verified completely in section 1V.A. Section 1V.B describes the verification of the data-path, in particular how a critical part is excluded from the verification. Finally, section V discusses some low-level issues related to the physical design of the RAM.
This section presents the design of a self-timed RAM and the formal model used to verify that it is speed-independent. In a self-timed circuit there is no clock signal to control the sequencing of a computation. Instead, this is done explicitly by signaling the arrival of input data or the completion of a computational step. One commonly used scheme is a four-phase handshake protocol where the 1.
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The sender emits a value.
When the value has been received, an acknowledgement is returned to the sender.
After the sender has received the acknowledgement, a designated empty value is sent. This serves as a spacer or reset of the communication line.
When the receiver gets the empty value, it is indicated by returning a negated acknowledgement.
The values sent in the first phase are called valid to distinguish them from the empty value. To distinguish between valid and empty values, a dual-rail encoding of data is often used [6]. This code requires two signals per data bit (x.t, x. f): one to indicate a true value, x.t, and one to indicate a false value, x. f . The empty state is indicated by (x.t,z.f) = (0,O).
There are several alternatives to the simple four-phase protocol and the dual-rail code, however, a conventional RAM uses an internal dual-rail bus and goes through a precharge phase for each read or write operation. This means that the internal dual-rail bus will go through what corresponds to a valid and empty state in each readlwrite cycle, and therefore, the dual-rail code is used in the RAM design described in this paper.
A. The interface to the RAM The RAM interface is shown in figure 1. It consists of two data buses: Din and D m t , one address bus: Adr, and three control signals: Read, Write, and ARW,,k.
The two data buses, Din and Dout, are input and output dual-rail buses, thus indicating when data is present. On the address, Adr, a one-hot representation is used for the indication of a valid address. The input control signals are Read and Write. These signals control whether to read or write from memory, and since both operations are not allowed simultaneously, the pair forms a read/write dual-rail signal. The global acknowledge signal, ARWa,k, signals the end of each operation, and it is the only output control signal.
Communication between the RAM and the environment is carried out using the four-phase protocol described above. The write cycle begins when the Write-signal is high and both the address bus, Adr, and the input bus, Din, hold a valid value. Afterwards, the value on D i n is written into memory, and then the acknowledge is set high. The write operation ends with all signals returning to the empty state.
A behavioral model of a read and write operation is also shown in figure 1. This is given using the design language SYNCHRONIZED TRANSITIONS [lo] . Each part of a circuit is described using one or more transitions. AS an example, consider a Muller C-element, this is described with the following transition.
<< a = b + y : = a >>.
In this example, a, b, and y are boolean state variables, and whenever a = b, it is possible to assign the value of a to y. If a # b, then y keeps its current value. Such a transition models a single independent component of a circuit. A circuit with many components (operating in parallel) is described by composing several such transitions (one for each component). For example, the RAM design shown in figure 1 consists of four transitions. In this paper, SYN-CHRONIZED TRANSITIONS is used at a rather low level of abstraction as illustrated in figure 1. This level is reasonable for verifying speed-independence. In [lo] it is illustrated how SYNCHRONIZED TRANSITIONS is used both on higher and lower levels to verify various other properties of design descriptions.
B. Structure of the RAM design
This section presents the general structure of the RAM design that is divided into several distinct parts. The central one is a single bit memory cell arranged into a two-dimensional array structure. In figure 2 this is shown as a number of memory words. Based on the address the shown. The memory-array has two dual-rail data buses running vertically along each column of the array. These are the input and output data. buses. Horizontally, the word lines select the memory cells in each word.
In the following sections, each part of this RAM design is described in further detail. To simplify the presentation, we focus on the single bit RAM shown in detail in figure 3.
C. Control part
After the first two phases of either a read or write operation, the input and output signals must return to the empty state to prepare for the next operation. This last empty evaluation included in each operation involves precharging the internal output busses. This is a model of the behavior:
Precharge:
The first transition describes the inactivation of the precharge signal (note that Prech means active low), and the second the activation. The third and the fourth transitions describe the activation and inactivation of the select signal, respectively. Precharging and evaluation of the internal output busses, is carried out in different modules (the precharge and memory modules). To avoid excessive power dissipation, these modules can never access the output bus simultaneously, causing a fight between the precharge pull-up and the memory pull-down transistors. The select signal must be inactive before the precharge signal is activated, and vice versa. This is why the precharge signal, Prech, is included in the control of the select signals, and the state of the select signals is The state of the select signals, Se&, is derived from the bus of select wires. Like the address bus, the select bus is a one-hot bus, only one select wire is active at a time. The Sel,,k signal can therefore be generated using an OR-gate. However, depending on the size of the RAM, and thus the number of select wires, this OR gate can be large, adding to the RAM cycle time
The inactivation of Se1 and Prech, on the other hand, is not critical. Immediately after the Read or Write signal is set the precharge signal can be inactivated. Similarly, when the address is removed the select signal can be inactivated.
During either a read or write operation one of the internal output bus wires is left floating. To avoid leakage currents from changing the bus value during this period, feedback inverters have been added to the output inverters. The feedback inverter maintains charge at the bus wires, but otherwise has no functional purpose. It ensures the static behavior of the system. 'As described, the select acknowledge signal is included in the activation of the precharge signal. The time needed for generation of the acknowledge signal therefore adds directly to the precharge phase. During the other half of a read or write cycle, the reading or writing of a value takes place concurrently with the generation included in the control of the precharge signal.
of Selack, and therefore effects the cycle-time less, if at all.
D. The memory cell
The behavioral model is divided into two parts, one corresponding to writing a value into the selected memory cell, and the other to reading the content of the celI and driving the output bus. The transistors pulling the output bus low (see figure 3) can be recognized in the model, but the actual fight taking place between the two inverters during a change of the stored value, is not modeled. Instead the two memory variables m and mm are set to alternating values in one multi-assignment. The memory cell is modeled as follows: Memory: output:
This cell is not completely speed-independent (see also section IV.B.l), but it is preferred to a speed-independent cell, since it is smaller and has better performance (at least compared to the speed-independent cells known by the authors).
E. The acknowledgement cell
The acknowledge circuitry is divided into two parts, one corresponding to the data-path and the other to the control part. To generate the data-path acknowledge signal, RWack, the type of operation taking place, read or write, must be known. During a read operation, the acknowledge signal can be issued if data is present on the output bus. During a write operation the acknowledge signal can only be issued if data is present on both the input and output busses, and if the values present correspond to one another. Comparing the data present on input with data on output, ensures that data has been stored in memory. During the empty evaluation the input and output busses must both be low, leading to the four P-transistors in series in the data-path acknowledge cell. This is a model of the data-path acknowledge circuitry:
The model is closely related to the actual transistor implementation, the only exception being, that the inverter found in figure 3 is not described with a separate transition in the model. The inversion is included directly into the transitions describing the functional behavior of the acknowledge logic.
Before the global acknowledge, ARW,,k, can be signalled, the generation of Selack must have finished to ensure correct operation in the precharge control (see section 1I.C). Furthermore, all data-path acknowledge signals (each corresponding to a column) must be present before ARWa,k is generated. This is realized by a single multiinput C-element. The acknowledge control circuitry for a single bit memory-array is modeled as follows:
The model closely describes the behavior of a two-input C-eIement, but does not restrict the C-element to any specific implementation.
F. Input and output
The input and output modules simply consist of Celements, and the modules isolate the RAM from the environment. When data is input, this is necessary, because there are no constraints on the arrival time of data signals. This allows new data values to be present at the input during a read operation, and thus, the memory must be isolated to avoid corruption of data values.
During a write operation, the content of the memory is written to the internal output bus to acknowledge that input data has been written into memory, and therefore the internal output bus must be isolated from the environment during write operations. Using C-elements the RAM can be isolated from the environment as shown in figure 3.
FORMAL VERIFICATION OF SPEED-INDEPENDENCE
This section describes how to formally verify that a design is speed-independent. In section IV this verification technique is used to show the speed-independence of the RAM design. To simplify the description, only a single-bit RAM is considered.
A. Characterization of speed-independence
Speed-independence is a property of a physical circuit ensuring correct operation of a circuit despite speed variations in components. In David Muller's pioneering work, speed-independence was defined formally through the notion of "final classes" of behavior [8] . This paper follows the more recent trend defining a circuit to be speed-independent if its correct operation is independent of gate delays. It is not practical to use this definition directly, because that would require checking a possibly infinite number of different combinations of gate delays. Instead, the stability condition [lo, sec. where Rt is the read set of the transition. The stability protocol defines the constraint that non of the variables read by t change while t is active. In protocols, pre and post denote the states immediately before and after the execution of a transition. The stability protocol is used to formulate the implementation condition stability:
A design, D, meets the implementation condition stability, i f and only i f the following implication holds for all pairs of transitions, t l , t 2 , in D:
tl (pre,post) + stablet, (pre,post) which ensures that no active transition is affected by the state changes of other transitions. Or to put it in another way: an active transition ( t 2 ) will remain stable and unaffected by state changes of other transitions (tl). A design meeting this condition is speed-independent. To verify the above implication for a given design description, the stability protocol, stablet(pre, post), is derived for each transition in the design, and the proof of the implication is performed mechanically using the ST2LP tool and the LARCH PROVER. A more comprehensive description of this verification technique is given in the book To do the verification, it is usually necessary to find invariants and protocols defining the reachable states of a design.
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R I An example of a cell
B. Localized verification
This section describes how to use a hierarchical design description for localizing the verification. In practice a complex design is structured into several (relatively) independent cells with a well-defined interface.
SYNCHRONIZED TRANSITIONS has syntactical means for describing a cell hierarchy and the verification tools use this hierarchy to simplify the mechanical verification [lo] . When using the localized technique for showing speedindependence, the verification consists of the following steps:
1. formalize the cell interfaces (using formal protocols 2. develop invariants and protocols for each cell,
generate the stability protocol for each cell (me-
generate the verification conditions (mechanic),
verify the verification conditions (semi-mechanic).
The last step is done with a theorem prover that gives some mechanical assistance, however, in most cases user assistance is also needed. The two generation steps are completely mechanical. The second step is currently done by the designer, however, initial attempts to generate these invariants mechanically have been promising [4]. Finally, the first step requires that the designer formalizes all cell interfaces.
The verification of speed-independence is done one cell at a time using the formal interface descriptions to characterize the computations done in surrounding cells; further details are given in [lo] . This localized verification technique is a major difference to other approaches such as [l, 
€32 Structure of design description
Figure 4 presents an overview of the cell structure used to describe the RAM design and used for the formal verification.
IV. VERIFICATION OF THE RAM DESIGN
This section shows how to use the verification approach described in section I11 to verify the speed-independence of the RAM design. The complete RAM has been verified, but to reduce the length of this paper only two cells are discussed here. First the precharge control is shown to be speed-independent. Secondly, section 1V.B. 1 illustrates how to exclude a critical part from the verification.
A. Verification of the precharge and select control
The interfaces of the cells Prech-ctl and Sel-ctl are:
CELL Prech-ctl(Read, Write, Sel, Prech: Bat) CELL Sel-ctl(Adr, Prech, Sel: Bat) Where Prech is the output of the precharge control cell and Se1 the output of the select cell. The other variables are inputs.
Se1 only affects Prech during the falling transition of Prech, and Prech only affects Se1 during the rising transition of Sel. A protocol describing this behavior is: Because of space limitations, it is not possible to reproduce the entire design description which is used for the formal verification involving the five steps listed in section 1II.B. The work needed for each of these steps is:
1. Formalization of the cell interface and
Development of local invariants and protocols.
3. Generation of the stability protocol. This is currently done manually using a text editor, but it requires no creativity at all.
4. Generation of the verification conditions. This is done completely automatically using the ST2LP translator. 5. Mechanical verification of verification conditions. In this case no manual assistance is necessary.
Only a few seconds of CPU time (on a standard workstation) are needed for the automatic steps. In summary, once the right interface, invariants and protocols were found, the verification was almost fully automatic. However, it required some creativity and experimentation to find the right invariants and protocols.
B. Verification of a memory cell
The verification of the RAM data-path is more complicated than that of the control part. There are two reasons for this:
e The data-path contains a part which is not speedindependent and some active assistance is needed from the designer to identify this part.
e The design description of the data-path contains several parts with non-deterministic behavior.
In practice it is often necessary to optimize certain parts to such an extent that their behavior depends on timing details. Such parts are by definition not speed-independent. It is important to be able to handle such designs and our approach allows us to formally verify that the rest of the design is speed-independent even though a small well-defined part is not. The memory cell illustrates this.
€51 Dealing with non-speed-independence
As previously mentioned, the RAM design is not completely speed-independent, but the verification technique provides a way of dealing with this. The prerequisite is that the speed-dependent part of the design can be isolated by identifying one or more transitions in the design description that accounts for the timing dependent part. In the memory cell there are two such speed-dependent transitions.
Consider the situation when new data is written into memory. If, for instance, the select signal, SeZ, is activated before new data is available at Din, then both output transistors of the memory cell (figure 3) are active, enabling a transition at one of the internal output bus signals, Dot or Do$ Now, when new data arrives, different from the old data stored, the state of the memory will change and thus the previously enabled transition is disabled. Therefore, the memory is not speed-independent.
The verification technique (see section 111) involves defining a stability protocol for each transition; this protocol captures a sufficient condition for that transition to be speed-independent. By excluding this protocol, for a particular transition, the designer takes the responsibility of ensuring the speed-independence of the corresponding subcircuit, into his own hands, but does not affect the outcome of the verification for the remaining transitions. Note, that it is the stability protocol that is excluded, not the transition itself. Therefore, it is verified that all other For the RAM case, this means that no stability protocols are included for the memory output transitions. This does not mean that the set of events just described does not occur. It is still possible that the old value in the memory is written to the internal output bus before the new value arrives at Din, thus leading to both outputs, Dot and Dof, going high. This leads to yet another problem, since only one of the bus signals is acknowledged: the transition corresponding to the inverter that is not being acknowledged at Do, has a chance of being disabled during the next precharge phase. However, this situation will not occur in practice, since the inverter is the fastest gate in a CMOS circuit. The way to solve this problem is by simply including the inversions directly into the memory and precharge output transitions.
B2 Verifying the data-path
All parts of the data-path have been verified following the steps given in section 111. The effort needed to find appropriate invariants and protocols was substantial. However, once these were found, the mechanical verification was almost automatic, but quite time consuming (almost 1/2 hour of CPU time on a standard workstation). 
A. C-element
The C-elements used in the general purpose RAM design are quasi-static C-elements of the type shown in figure 5 . The feedback inverter at the output of the Celement is a weak inverter, which compensates for leakage currents at the internal node.
When the inputs of this C-element change from a 0 output to a 1 output (as well as the opposite), both the pull-up and -down paths are cut off. This enables a fast change at the output when the last input signal is changing towards 1 (the input pull-down transistors only have to fight the pull-up transistors of the weak inverter). As a result the C-element has non-uniform thresholds [ll] . The hysteresis exhibited by the C-element can be controlled through sizing of the feedback inverter, however, at the expense of short-circuit currents. If non uniform thresholds can be tolerated, the short-circuit current can be reduced significantly. For dynamic solutions the feedback inverter is omitted and short-circuit current is avoided in the previously described situation.
B. Layout
A generator has been constructed for layout of the design in figure 3. The generator is not a general purpose tool, but designed for implementation of smaller size lowpower memories. To keep the power dissipation low the strategy is to partition the memory array into several smaller arrays, thus reducing the length of the memory busses and the amount of capacitance being switched. Using this scheme, sense amplifiers can be avoided, and the design maintains its speed-independent properties.
With the tool a RAM design was generated and simulated in a 1 micron ES2 process. The design is used in ongoing work of a self-timed FIR filter design.
C. The memory cell
The memory cell of the RAM design differs from the conventional six transistor cell [13] because it gives the possibility to check that data has been stored in memory. As explained, the RAM cell itself is not speed-independent. If a completely speed-independent design is required, we suggest the design in figure 6 . This memory cell uses two additional transistors, one for each output bus, and the purpose of these transistors is to enable only the required output transition during a write operation. During a read operation both transistors must be enabled. The price for the speed-independent cell is extra circuitry and wiring, and the cell has poorer performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper a self-timed speed-independent static RAM is described, and a model of a single bit RAM is given using the design language SYNCHRONIZED TRAN-SITIONS. Using the verification tools supporting this language, it is possible to check the speed-independence of a self-timed design. There are two contributions in this work. One is the design and formal model of a self-timed RAM which is used in practical integrated circuits. The other is the formal verification of the speed-independence of this design.
The formal verification illustrated an important practical aspect, namely how to exclude a certain optimized part from the formal verification.
Deriving the necessary invariants for the RAM control part was almost straightforward. However, deriving the invariants of the data-path was much more complicated. Depending on the order of input events the data-path can redch different states, although the same function is carried out. This complicated the verification, and several iterations with the mechanical tools were required, to derive the needed invariants and protocols.
